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Encyclopedia of the Cold War

2013-05-13

between 1945 and 1991 tension between the usa its allies and a group of

nations led by the ussr dominated world politics this period was called the

cold war a conflict that stopped short to a full blown war benefiting from

the recent research of newly open archives the encyclopedia of the cold

war discusses how this state of perpetual tensions arose developed and

was resolved this work examines the military economic diplomatic and

political evolution of the conflict as well as its impact on the different

regions and cultures of the world using a unique geopolitical approach

that will present russian perspectives and others the work covers all

aspects of the cold war from communism to nuclear escalation and from

ufos to red diaper babies highlighting its vast ranging and lasting impact

on international relations as well as on daily life although the work will

focus on the 1945 1991 period it will explore the roots of the conflict

starting with the formation of the soviet state and its legacy to the present

day

Knowledge Encyclopedia

2023-10-05
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change the way you see the world with a groundbreaking visual approach

to the wonders of our planet in this fully updated edition explore the

universe from the inside of an atom to black holes then discover the

explosive science behind a fireworks display this fully updated third edition

of knowledge encyclopedia will continue to fascinate young readers with

its microscopic detail and amazing facts on a huge range of topics

children aged 9 will find themselves totally absorbed in complex subjects

made clear through engaging explanations intricate illustrations vivid

photographs and striking 3d images from viking raiders and samurai

warriors to robotics and chemical reactions amazing animals the human

body the marvels of history and more are visualised in incredible detail

inside and out providing a mind blowing introduction to every aspect of

human knowledge this all encompassing encyclopedia for kids offers a

whole collection of facts charts timelines and illustrations that cover a vast

range of topics complex subjects that are explained using amazingly

detailed cgis that entice young readers to dive in and explore a fully

updated edition including all the latest developments in science

technology space and geography a visual approach using illustrations

photographs and extremely detailed 3d cgi images children can explore

the world as they ve never seen it before looking at what makes the

human brain so special and finding out how the body s cells make energy

journey through history in this visual encyclopedia from the earliest life

forms right up to our world today more in the series knowledge
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encyclopedia the world as you ve never seen it before is part of dk s

visual and informative knowledge encyclopedia series complete the

collection and dive into the deep with knowledge encyclopedia ocean take

a trip to the solar system with knowledge encyclopedia space and travel

back to prehistoric times with knowledge encyclopedia dinosaur

Superpowers in the Post-Cold War Era

1999-07-05

this book explores the question of where power lies in the post cold war

world the authors identify and discuss the factors which make the united

states the world leader in the 1990s and consider the strengths and

weaknesses of countries which may be on the way to becoming leaders

in europe russia and the eu and asia japan and china

The Cold War Spy Pocket Manual

2015-10-19

some twenty five years after its conclusion yet with its echoes resonating

once more in contemporary east west relations the rigors and detail of

many aspects of the cold war are becoming increasingly of interest

furthermore at the very same time many of the records of the period are

beginning to become accessible for the first time at the forefront of this
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unique conflict that divided the world into two opposing camps for over

four decades were the security services and the agents of these secretive

organizations the cold war pocket manual presents a meticulously

compiled selection of recently unclassified documents field manuals

briefing directives and intelligence primers that uncover the training and

techniques required to function as a spy in the darkest periods of modern

history material has been researched from the cia mi5 and mi6 the kgb

the stasi as well as from the middle east security services and on into

china and the east as insightful as any drama these documents detail

amongst many other things the directives that informed nuclear espionage

assassinations interrogations and the ÔturningÕ of agents and impacted

upon the suez crisis the hungarian uprising the Ôcambridge fiveÕ and the

most tellingly the cuban missile crisis in 1962 full introduction and

commentary provided by leading historian and former diplomat philip

parker complete with a catalogue of and often instructions for genuine

espionage devices including lock decoders bugging equipment a 4 5mm

single shot lipstick gun microfilm concealing coins and cameras mounted

in clothing or pens and shoe concealed tracking devices presents for the

first time the insightful documents many of which inspired cold war

novelists including john le carr len deighton and ian fleming and many of

which they would never have seen
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Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to

the Nuclear Age

1986

this text discusses machiavelli maurice of nassau gustavus adolphus

raimondo montecuccoli vauban frederick the great guibert bulow napoleon

jomini clausewitz adam smith alexander hamilton friedrich list engels marx

moltke schlieffen delbruck bugeaud gallieni lyautey alfred thayer mahan

liddell hart de gaulle and other military strategists

Safety of Radioactive Waste Management

2000

accompanying cd rom has electronic text of the contributed proceedings

papers

A Handbook of American Military History

2006-01-01

the second edition of a handbook of american military history delineates

the military history of the united states from the revolutionary war into the

opening stages of the twenty first century war on terrorism comprehensive
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and easy to use it supplies essential information on the social

technological political tactical and strategic developments that have

affected the evolution of the u s armed forces new to the second edition

is a chapter on u s military history from 1995 through 2004 and an index

a handbook of american military history is the perfect reader s guide for

the military history buff or anyone interested in a brief overview of

american military history

War and Literature

2014

reflections on the uneasy yet symbiotic relations of war and writing from

medieval to modern literature

The Routledge Handbook of Polar Law

2023-07-25

polar law describes the normative frameworks that govern the

relationships between humans states peoples institutions land and

resources in the arctic and the antarctic these two regions are superficially

similar in terms of natural environmental conditions but the overarching

frameworks that apply are fundamentally different the routledge handbook

of polar law explores the legal orders in the arctic and antarctic in a
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comparative perspective identifying similarities as well as differences it

points to a distinct discipline of polar law as the body of rules governing

actors spaces and institutions at the poles four main features define the

collection the arctic antarctic interface the interaction between global

regional and domestic legal regimes the rights of indigenous peoples and

the increasing importance of private law while these broad themes have

been addressed to varying extents elsewhere the editors believe that this

handbook brings them together to create a comprehensive if never

exhaustive account of what constitutes polar law today leading scholars in

public international and private law as well as experts in related fields

come together to offer unique insights into polar law as a burgeoning

discipline

The Superpowers' Involvement in the Iran-Iraq

War

1998

the final index entry of zero sum game aptly encapsulates much about the

1980 88 iran iraq war or gulf war i as the author terms it and its spinoff of

the 1991 gulf war ii particularly from the perspective of the us torock

whose background is unspecified except for the melbourne signoff on the

preface views saddam hussein as a frankenstein monster created by and

later turning against the superpowers in a familiar pattern of their contest
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of political intervention in the third world includes 16 pages of references

annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Last War of the Superpowers

2018-01-29

the last war of the superpowers book takes a unique approach toward the

main players and events of the drama of this world known to many as the

great controversy between god and satan the book begins by presenting

the origin and the incipient phase of this conflict the rest of its chapters

focus on the events leading up to the final climax of this universal war

using the scriptures especially the books of daniel and revelation this

book directs the attention of the reader toward not only past events but

also toward events which are unfolding before his own eyes it enables

him to see in what prophetic time he lives and what he can expect to see

happening as he moves ahead into the final stage of this world s story

America's New Map

2023-09-26

three tectonic and inevitable shifts have left the world at a crossroads

north america is poised to either re emerge as a global leader or turn

back in time ceding power and influence to competitors the 21st century
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unleashed unprecedented changes across the globe to its climate to the

demographic makeup of its nations and to the very nature of allegiance in

the digital age with its global influence waning america must reevaluate its

approach to globalization if it wishes to remain a leader in america s new

map restoring global leadership in an era of climate change and

demographic collapse thomas p m barnett bestselling author of the

pentagon s new map war and peace in the twenty first century and

acclaimed geo strategist offers seven throughlines to frame and redefine

the ambitions and posture of these united states setting our union on a

bold but entirely familiar national trajectory in these pages barnett offers a

deep yet accessible dive into the three shifts that have lead us to this

point as climate change ravages countries closest to the equator global

dynamics are shifting from an east west emphasis to north south in the

greatest geopolitical transformation our world has yet experienced and the

western hemisphere is far better positioned to exploit this radical

reorientation than the east aging demographics worldwide favor more

slowly aging nations including the us while challenging rapidly aging

nations like china incentivizing countries best to delay that transition by

integrating younger faster growing populations into their ranks in

combination these two tectonic forces collide with a third the exploding

consumption of an expanding and now majority global middle class the

bulk of whom reside along the increasingly unstable north south frontier

taking every variable of these unique circumstances into account america
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s new map charts a path toward a bigger and better united states we will

all be living in somebody s world come mid century this book tells

americans how to make sure it is one we can recognize as our own

Anti-american Terrorism: From Eisenhower To

Trump - A Chronicle Of The Threat And

Response: Volume I: The Eisenhower Through

Carter Administrations

2020-03-23

pluchinsky s first volume focusing on anti american terrorism is a densely

packed and comprehensive look at one of the most complex us national

security challenges our nation faces it reflects the evolving nature of

terrorism that has changed with the politics technology and media during

this tumultuous period in us history the book is also a thorough

accounting of how us policymakers attempt to find solutions to address

this dynamic issue a broad spectrum of terrorism experts policymakers

and casual reads will undoubtedly find noteworthy facts about terrorist

attacks that targeted us interest abroad and at home in this volume

pluchinsky s level of detail and strong qualitative methodology makes this

work an essential desk reference for any serious terrorism scholar studies

in intelligence this is a truly magisterial work of scholarship by pulling all
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this material together in one place and by organizing it so accessibly

pluchinsky has performed an invaluable service for researchers and

counter terrorism practitioners alike the real selling point is the factual

content pluchinsky has written the definitive contextual history of us

counter terrorism policy and these volumes and i confidently expect the

two companion volumes still to come deserve a place in every serious

library of terrorism critical studies on terrorismone of the major

international security concerns that surfaced in the post world war ii period

was the emergence and evolution of international terrorism the dominant

theme in the evolution of this threat has been anti american terrorism no

other country in the world has had its overseas interests subjected to the

level lethality diversity and geographic scope of international terrorist

activity than the united states this four volume work recounts the

development of this threat through 12 us presidential administrations over

a 70 year period it assesses the terrorist threat in the us and overseas

and how the government has responded with counter terrorism policies

strategies programs organizations legislation international conventions

executive orders special operations units and actions the evolution of the

field of terrorism in academia think tanks institutes and the private sector

over these 12 administrations is also chronicled
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The Politics of Globality since 1945

2016-05-12

this timely comprehensive and interdisciplinary volume advances an

original argument about the complex roots and multiple politics of globality

it shows that technological innovations and decisive developments since

1945 from the nuclear revolution to anthropogenic climate change and

debates about the anthropocene have prompted reflections on the global

condition of humanity and helped reshape political communities by making

the world appear small manageable and interconnected the contributors

stress how human beings have transformed both their habitat and their

view of human earth relations since 1945 such changes have been

accompanied by important shifts in political visions prompted new forms of

human association encouraged legal and institutional reform and spurred

ideas about ecological humility at the same time the spatially all

encompassing nature of globality have also informed projects of human

mastery and a range of practices historically associated with militarization

and a strongly statist conception of national security this volume reflects

on these paradoxical relationships their history and contemporary

relevance contributing to the overlapping concerns of four burgeoning

fields of study across the humanities and the social sciences globality and

globalization studies geopolitics and political geography anthropocene

studies global governance and political theory the book will be of great
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use to scholars and graduates working in these areas

Super Soldiers

2016-03-03

the spartan city state produced what is probably one of the most iconic

and ruthless military forces in recorded history they believed that military

training and education began at birth post world war ii saw a shift to army

tanks fighter jets and missiles that would go on to fight the next huge

battle in northern europe today with the advent of unmanned systems our

hopes are attached to the idea that we can fight our battles with soldiers

pressing buttons in distant command centres however soldiers must now

be highly trained super strong and have the intelligence and mental

capacity to handle the highly complex and dynamic military operating

environment it is only now as we progress into the twenty first century

that we are getting closer to realising the spartan ideal and creating a

soldier that can endure more than ever before this book provides the first

comprehensive and unifying analysis of the moral legal and social

questions concerning military human enhancement with a view toward

developing guidance and policy that may influence real world decision

making
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Revolution in Iran

2016-07-27

revolutions are watershed events that attempt to transform the existing

political order and replace it with a new but better one yet the hallmark of

most revolutions has been violence war and dictatorship the iranian

revolution of 1979 has been no exception this book offers a critical

analysis of the iranian revolution it focuses on the upheavals that led to

the fall of the shah it provides the reader with an appreciation for the

interplay of forces in the making of the 1979 revolution and the

emergence of the islamic regime

Regional Peacekeeping in the Post-Cold War Era

2021-09-06

few regions of the world are as politically turbulent as the middle east and

nowhere is the potential for superpower conflict greater how does the

soviet union view the middle east conflict can the ussr play a constructive

role in the peace process in this volume first published in 1990 these

questions and others central to an understanding of soviet strategy in the

region are addressed previous analysts of soviet middle eastern relations

have tended to emphasize either the cooperative or the competitive
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aspects of soviet behaviour breslauer instead offers the multidimensional

concept of collaborative competition to describe the mixed motives

ambivalence and sometimes conflicting perspectives that have informed

soviet strategy in the region in such an unstable environment this strategy

of collaborative competition has in turn encouraged approach avoidance

behaviour for example while the soviets may seek to moderate their

radical allies they remain fearful that these allies once moderated might

defect to us patronage under gorbachev the kremlin continues to pursue

this same strategy but with increased attention to improving collaboration

redefining the nature of the competition and easing the approach

avoidance dilemma breslauer argues that these changes could lead to

more flexible soviet behaviour in the region this volume combines new in

depth research on soviet policy with new interpretations including insights

drawn from relevant theories of international relations

Soviet Strategy in the Middle East

2015-07-16

are nuclear weapons useful for coercive diplomacy this book argues that

they are useful for deterrence but not for offensive purposes
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Nuclear Weapons and Coercive Diplomacy

2017-02-02

a leading figure of the postwar avant garde danish artist asger jorn has

long been recognized for his founding contributions to the cobra and

situationist international movements yet art historical scholarship on jorn

has been sparse particularly in english this study corrects that imbalance

offering a synthetic account of the essential phases of this prolific artist s

career it addresses his works in various media alongside his extensive

writings and his collaborations with various artists groups from the 1940s

through the mid 1960s situating jorn s work in an international post

second world war context karen kurczynski reframes our understanding of

the 1950s away from the abstract expressionist focus on individual

expression toward a more open ended conception of art as a public

engagement with contemporary culture and politics kurczynski engages

with issues of interest to twenty first century artists and scholars

highlighting jorn s proposition that the sensory address of art and its

complex relationship to popular media can have a direct social impact

perhaps most significantly this study foregrounds jorn s assertion that

creativity is crucial to subjectivity itself in our increasingly mediated society

of the spectacle
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The Art and Politics of Asger Jorn

2017-07-05

ultimate spy enhanced provides a unique opportunity to enter the secret

world of espionage revealing the stories of famous spies recounting tales

of famous spy operations and showing an amazing range of spy

paraphernalia throughout history espionage has been used as a means of

trying to gain advantage over the enemy ultimate spy enhanced outlines

the early history of espionage it then goes to examine key spying

operations during the american civil war through both world wars and the

cold war up to the present day this expanded edition includes a new

section that looks in detail at post cold war spying activities bringing the

reader up to date with the rapidly evolving high technology world of

spying over the years the author of ultimate spy enhanced has amassed

an incredible collection of spy devices including concealed cameras lock

picks suitcase radio and assassination devices many hundreds of which

were shown for the first time in the original edition for this new edition a

large number of new items are included many never seen by the public

before they include laser listening devices miniature satellite transmitters

new microdot cameras and various spy cameras hidden in everyday

objects such as pens and key chains ultimate spy enhanced also includes

information on how spies are chosen and recruited the training they

receive and the tricks of the trade a glossary explains abbreviations of
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important intelligence and security organizations and defines many

common terms used in espionage

Ultimate Spy

2009-09-21

no single weapon has spread so much raw power to so many people in

so little time and had such a devastating effect as the ak 47 assault rifle

this book examines the legacy of this world changing weapon from its

creation as means of fighting the nazis to its ubiquity today in every kind

of conflict from civil wars in africa to gang wars in l a

AK-47

2010-12-22

a broad ranging history of defectors from the communist world to the west

and how their cold war treatment shaped present day restrictions on cross

border movement defectors fleeing the soviet union seized the world s

attention during the cold war their stories were given sensational news

coverage and dramatized in spy novels and films upon reaching the west

they were entitled to special benefits including financial assistance and

permanent residency in contrast to other migrants defectors were pursued

by the states they left even as they were eagerly sought by the united
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states and its allies taking part in a risky game that played out across the

globe defectors sought to transcend the limitations of the cold war world

defectors follows their treacherous journeys and looks at how their

unauthorized flight via land sea and air gave shape to a globalized world

it charts a global struggle over defectors that unfolded among rival

intelligence agencies operating in the shadows of an occupied europe in

the forbidden border zones of the ussr in the disputed straits of the south

china sea on a hijacked plane 10 000 feet in the air and around the walls

of soviet embassies what it reveals is a cold war world whose borders

were far less stable than the notion of an iron curtain suggests

surprisingly the competition for defectors paved the way for collusion

between the superpowers who found common cause in regulating the

spaces through which defectors moved disputes over defectors mapped

out the contours of modern state sovereignty and defection s ideological

framework hardened borders by reinforcing the view that asylum should

only be granted to migrants with clear political claims although defection

all but disappeared after the cold war this innovative work shows how it

shaped the governance of global borders and helped forge an

international refugee system whose legacy and limitations remain with us

to this day
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Defectors

2023-06-23

this important new work is the first comprehensive reference to the rapidly

developing field of international political economy ipe featuring over 1200

a z entries the coverage encompasses the full range of issues concepts

and institutions associated with ipe in its various forms comprehensively

cross referenced and indexed each entry provides suggestions for further

reading along with guides to more specialized sources selected entries

include african development bank benign neglect black monday casino

capitalism debt management efficiency floating exchange rates general

agreement on tariffs and trade gatt information society economy

organization of petroleum exporting countries opec microsoft multinational

corporations definitions nato patents rent seeking schellin thomas tax

havens trusts value added tax vat zero sum games and many more

Routledge Encyclopedia of International Political

Economy: Entries P-Z

2001

this collection explores the complex interrelationships between the soviet

american struggle for global preeminence and the rise of the third world
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featuring original essays by twelve leading scholars it examines the

influence of third world actors on the course of the cold war

The Cold War in the Third World

2013-06-13

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on

scientific and technological developments that impact global security

founded by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday

clock stimulates solutions for a safer world

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

1968-11

how decolonization and the cold war influenced literature from africa asia

and the caribbean how did superpower competition and the cold war

affect writers in the decolonizing world in the aesthetic cold war peter

kalliney explores the various ways that rival states used cultural diplomacy

and the political police to influence writers in response many writers from

africa asia and the caribbean such as chinua achebe mulk raj anand

eileen chang c l r james alex la guma doris lessing ngũgĩ wa thiong o

and wole soyinka carved out a vibrant conceptual space of aesthetic

nonalignment imagining a different and freer future for their work kalliney
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looks at how the united states and the soviet union in an effort to court

writers funded international conferences arts centers book and magazine

publishing literary prizes and radio programming international spy

networks however subjected these same writers to surveillance and

intimidation by tracking their movements tapping their phones reading

their mail and censoring or banning their work writers from the global

south also suffered travel restrictions deportations imprisonment and even

death at the hands of government agents although conventional wisdom

suggests that cold war pressures stunted the development of postcolonial

literature kalliney s extensive archival research shows that evenly

balanced superpower competition allowed savvy writers to accept

patronage without pledging loyalty to specific political blocs likewise

writers exploited rivalries and the emerging discourse of human rights to

contest the attentions of the political police a revisionist account of

superpower involvement in literature the aesthetic cold war considers how

politics shaped literary production in the twentieth century

The Aesthetic Cold War

2022-10-04

publisher description
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First concurrent resolution on the budget--fiscal

year 1977

1976

a long time u s policy insider s scholarly and encyclopedic history with

unprecedented analysis of the official documents of the cold war explores

its marxist leninist totalitarian roots faltering pre reagan u s strategies of

containment mad and détente and the reagan revolution this book details

reagan s integrated new strategies in defense arms control diplomacy

information and intelligence and support for the faiths and forces of

freedom that collapsed the soviet ideology and empire

Cold War, Deadly Fevers

2007-05-04

surveillance the cold war and latin american literature examines secret

police reports on gabriel garcía márquez pablo neruda octavio paz elena

poniatowska josé revueltas otto rené castillo carlos cerda and other

writers from archives in mexico chile guatemala uruguay the german

democratic republic and the usa combining literary and cultural analysis

history philosophy and history of art it establishes a critical dialogue

between the spies surveillance and the writers novels short stories and
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poems and presents a new take on latin american modernity tracing the

trajectory of a modern gaze from the italian renaissance to the cold war it

traces the origins of today s surveillance society with sense of urgency

and consequence that should appeal to academic and non academic

readers alike throughout the americas europe and beyond

Inside the Cold War From Marx to Reagan

2015-09-16

although cultural diplomacy has become an increasingly fashionable term

embraced by academics foreign service personnel and private sector

commercial and cultural interests the very practice of this idea remains

conspicuously challenging to define this book takes on this problem

advancing a new understanding of cultural diplomacy that results from a

historical investigation of a single area of government and private sector

partnership and what became in the mid twentieth century the most

prominent manifestation of this alliance the cultural exhibitions sent

abroad to tell america s story with the goal of winning hearts and minds to

illustrate this point selected exhibitions and the intentions of the

policymakers who proposed them are interrogated for the first time beside

archival documentation writings from the history of design advertising

science as well as art historical and museum studies theories that

address various aspects of the history of collecting and display all of
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which explore the reality of how these exhibitions were conceived and

prepared for foreign audiences most importantly personal interviews with

the designers and government representatives responsible for the ultimate

appearance of these events upturn preconceived notions of how these

events came to be seventy five photographs from the exhibits make this

history come alive through this discussion these questions are answered

what was america showing of itself through these exhibitions and more

urgently what do these exhibitions tell us about u s interest in

verisimilitude this investigation spans the crucial years of american

exhibitions abroad 1955 1975 beginning with the formation of an official

system of exhibiting american commercial wares and political ideas at

trade fairs through official exchanges with the u s s r to pavilions at world

s fairs and finally to museum exhibitions that signaled a return to the

display of founding american values they are thus complex ideological

symbols in which concepts of national identity globalization technology

consumerism design and image management both coincided and clashed

the investigation of these exhibitions enhances the understanding of a

significant chapter of u s cultural diplomacy at the height of the cold war

and how america constantly reimagined itself

Surveillance, the Cold War, and Latin American
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Literature

2022-08-25

this book provides a comprehensive new introduction to the study of

international diplomacy covering both theory and practice the text

summarises and discusses the major trends in the field of diplomacy

developing an innovative analytical toolbox for understanding diplomacy

not as a collection of practices or a set of historical traditions but as a

form of institutionalised communication through which authorised

representatives produce manage and distribute public goods the book

traces the evolution of diplomacy from its beginnings in ancient egypt

greece and china to our current age of global diplomacy examines

theoretical explanations about how diplomats take decisions make

relations and shape the world discusses normative approaches to how

diplomacy ought to adapt itself to the twenty first century help remake

states and assist the peaceful evolution of international order in sum

understanding international diplomacy provides an up to date accessible

and authoritative overview of how diplomacy works and ought to work in a

globalising world this new textbook is essential reading for students of

international diplomacy and highly recommended for students of crisis

negotiation international organisations foreign policy and international

relations in general
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U.S. International Exhibitions during the Cold War

2015-01-30

introduction by basil davidson and lionel cliffe in april 1976 dan connell

slipped into eritrea s besieged capital asmara where he witnessed the

assassination of a top ranking ethiopian official and its bloody aftermath

the summary execution of dozens of innocent civilians his front page

account in the washington post broke ethiopia s long standing information

blockade this is the first of a two volume collection of connell s writings

spanning a quarter century recounting the experience of eritrea s

protracted war of independence and its postliberation transition

Understanding International Diplomacy

2013-06-07

a leading historian s guide to great power competition as told through

america s successes and failures in the cold war if you want to know how

america can win today s rivalries with russia and china read this book

about how it triumphed in another twilight struggle the cold war stephen j

hadley national security adviser to president george w bush the united

states is entering an era of great power competition with china and russia

such global struggles happen in a geopolitical twilight between the
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sunshine of peace and the darkness of war in this innovative and

illuminating book hal brands a leading historian and former pentagon

adviser argues that america should look to the history of the cold war for

lessons in how to succeed in great power rivalry today although the threat

posed by authoritarian powers is growing america s muscle memory for

dealing with dangerous foes has atrophied in the thirty years since the

cold war ended in long term competitions where the diplomatic jockeying

is intense and the threat of violence is omnipresent the united states will

need all the historical insight it can get exploring how america won a

previous twilight struggle is the starting point for determining how america

can successfully prosecute another high stakes rivalry today

Democracy and the State

1994

we are living in turbulent times witnessing renewed international conflict

resurgent nationalism declining multilateralism and a torrent of hostile

propaganda how are we to understand these developments and conduct

diplomacy in their presence nicholas j cull the distinguished historian of

propaganda revisits the international media campaigns of the past in the

light of the challenges of the present his concept of reputational security

deftly links issues of national image and outreach to the deepest needs of

any state rescuing them from the list of low priority optional extras to
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which they are so often consigned in the west reputational security he

argues comes from being known and appreciated in the world with clarity

and determination cull considers core tasks approaches and opportunities

available for international actors today including counterpropaganda media

development diaspora diplomacy cultural work and perhaps most

surprisingly of all media disarmament this book is crucial for all who care

about responding to the threat of malign media disruption revitalizing

international cooperation and establishing the reputational security we and

our allies need to survive and flourish reputational security is enlightening

reading for students and scholars of public diplomacy international

relations security studies communications and media as well as

practitioners

McDougal Littell World History: Patterns of

Interaction

2004-03-11

this book presents a comprehensive geopolitical analysis of european

space activities by studying outer space as a physical and socio

economic space as well as a military diplomatic area the author helps

readers understand outer space as a geopolitical environment the book

also offers insights into the behavior and strategies of different actors with

a special focus on the european space strategy and the nature of the
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european space program and diplomacy

Taking on the Superpowers

2003

there hardly seems to be a global issue in the world today in which the

united nations un is not expected to play a key role and indeed despite a

persistent gulf between high expectations and the un s capacities the

organization continues to be a unique and indispensable actor in areas

such as peace maintenance human rights protection and development

thoroughly revised and updated the second edition of this highly

acclaimed text provides a concise analysis of the un its structure and

work achievements and shortcomings and its likely role and prospects in

the twenty first century the new edition covers the latest institutional and

structural developments including the creation of the peacebuilding

commission and the establishment of a permanent human rights council

and reflects recent debates on un reform

The Twilight Struggle

2022-01-25
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Reputational Security

2023-12-22

Geopolitics of the Outer Space

2018-09-25

The United Nations

2012-03-29
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